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This paper presents a method to obtain periodic structures with different feature shapes using direct laser

interference lithography. In the method, the desired structures are produced by controlling the effective

intensity distributions of interference patterns during the exposure process. The effective intensity

distributions are adjusted by changing the exposure beam intensity based on the material modification

thresholds. In the simulations and experiments, different exposure intensities were used to study the

interactions between the effective intensity distributions and the materials, and direct four- and six-beam

laser interference lithography systems were set up to pattern silicon wafers. The shapes and sizes of the

fabricated surface structures changed with the effective intensities. The experimental results are in

accordance with the theoretical models and simulations.
Laser interference lithography is a patterning technology for
the fabrication of periodic and quasi-periodic micro- and
nano-structures.1–3 It has a much larger exposure area and
deeper exposure eld than other lithography technologies, and
it has the advantages of low cost and high throughput in
fabricating gratings, periodic structured templates, 3D
photonic crystals, micro- and nano-photonic devices and
photoelectric sensors.4–6

The process of traditional laser interference lithography
utilizes the interference patterns generated by two or more
coherent laser beams to obtain the desired surface struc-
tures.7,8 The technology was developed into a multi-step
process.9,10 A photoresist is used as the sensitive material
covered on the sample surface by spin-coating, and then the
interference patterns are transferred to the material surface
aer exposure, development and etching.11–14 With the devel-
opment of direct laser interference lithography, the interfer-
ence patterns based on the high-power laser can be written into
the material surface directly without the photoresist and masks
to form periodic fringe and dot arrays. It has the advantages of
simplicity, high efficiency and 3D patterning compared with
traditional interference lithography.15–19 In this case, the
effective intensity distributions of the interference patterns can
be used to obtain different shapes of surface structures in an
interference system.

In the direct laser interference lithography system, it is
assumed that the lithography threshold of the sample is P, and
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the intensity of the interference pattern is Ps. The effective
intensity distribution used to directly modify the sample surface
Pe can be expressed as Pe ¼ Ps � P(0 < Pe < Ps). The effective
intensity distribution is signicant for a direct laser interfer-
ence lithography system, as it is related to the formation of the
shape of the surface structures when the wavelength, beam
numbers, azimuth angles, incidence angles and polarization
directions are selected. Different surface patterns can be
obtained using different effective intensity distributions, and
the effective intensity distributions can be controlled by
adjusting the exposure beam intensity over the material modi-
cation threshold.

In this work, we describe theoretical models and simulations
of direct four- and six-beam laser interference, and use the
effective intensity distribution of the interference patterns to
modify the silicon wafer surface. The desired periodic struc-
tures were fabricated directly on the material surface by
appropriate selection of an interference intensity distribution
over the thresholds. The morphology of the exposure structures
is characterized using SEM, and the experimental results show
that the effective intensity distribution of the interference
patterns can be used to form periodic structures with different
sizes and shapes in the direct laser interference lithography
system.
Theoretical analysis and simulations

The general form of N-beam laser interference can be described
as the superposition of the electric eld vectors of N coherent
beams. The electric eld vector of the n-th beam can be
expressed as20

~En ¼ An~pncos(~kn$~rn � ut + 4n) (1)
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 54947–54951 | 54947
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where An is the amplitude,~pn is the unit polarization vector,~kn
is the vector in the propagation direction, ~rn is the position
vector, u is the frequency and 4n is the initial phase.

For eqn (1),~rn,~pn and~kn can be expressed as

~rn ¼ x$~a + y$~b + z$~c (2)

~kn ¼ k(sin qn$cos fn$~a + sin qnsin fn
~b � cos qn$~c) (3)

~pn ¼ �(cos qn$cos fn$cos jn � sin qnsin jn)~a

� (cos qn$sin fn$cos jn + cos qnsin jn)~b � (sin fn$cos jn)~c (4)

where k ¼ 2p/l, ~a is the vector in the x-axis direction, ~b is the
vector in the y-axis direction,~c is the vector in the z-axis direc-
tion, l is the wavelength, qn is the incidence angle, fn is the
azimuth angle and jn is the polarization angle. For the N-beam
interference eld, the intensity distribution can be expressed as

IðrÞ ¼
XN
n¼1

XN
m¼1

An~pn$Am~pm$e

�
i

�
~kn�~km

�
~rþfn�fm

�
(5)

In the experiments, systems of four- and six-beam laser
interference lithography are used to obtain the desired inter-
ference patterns by xing the number of beams to four and six.
Four-beam laser interference can generate patterns with an
array of dots or holes, and six-beam laser interference can
generate modulated patterns.
Direct four-beam interference

The illustration of a direct four-beam interference setup is
shown in Fig. 1. For the direct four-beam interference, the laser
source is divided into four beams with azimuth angles of 41 ¼
0�, 42 ¼ 90�, 43 ¼ 180� and 44 ¼ 270�, and incidence angles of
q1 ¼ q2 ¼ q3 ¼ q4 ¼ q. It is assumed that the amplitudes of the
beams are identical. The intensity of the interference is
expressed as

IFour-beam ¼ 2A2

�
2þ cosð2kx sin qÞ þ cosð2ky sin qÞþ
2cos½kðx� yÞsin q� þ 2cos½kðxþ yÞsin q�

�
(6)
Fig. 1 Direct four-beam interference configuration: beam 1 and beam
2 are in the same incidence plane which is orthogonal to the plane of
beam 3 and beam 4.

54948 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 54947–54951
To study the interaction between the effective intensity
distribution and the threshold of the material, a simulation of
direct four-beam laser interference exposure was performed to
obtain the interference patterns.21–24 In the simulation, inter-
ference patterns with different effective intensity distribution
shapes were obtained, as shown in Fig. 2. With the reduction of
the exposure beam intensity over the material modication
thresholds, the shape of the periodic patterns changed gradu-
ally during the direct interference exposure, such as forming
periodic hole-arrays, periodic grid-arrays and periodic elliptical
dot-arrays.
Direct six-beam interference exposures

Moth-eye structures have the unique feature of a high absorp-
tion of the incidence light due to the dual structure distribution
on the surface.25–28 To obtain structures similar to moth-eyes,
the effective intensity distribution used for direct six-beam
laser interference is designed to fabricate moth-eye-like dual
structures.

Compared with six azimuth angles, a conguration of four
azimuth angles has the advantage of good controllability
regarding the pattern structures in the direct six-beam inter-
ference lithography system. As shown in Fig. 3, the six incidence
beams follow a conguration with azimuth angles of 41 ¼ 0�,
43 ¼ 45 ¼ 180�, 42 ¼ 270� and 42 ¼ 44 ¼ 90�. The incidence
angles of the six beams can be set as q1 ¼ q2 ¼ q3 ¼ q4 ¼ q and
q5 ¼ q6 ¼ q + d. It is assumed that the amplitudes of the six
beams are identical and the initial phases are zero. According to
eqn (5), the intensity distribution of the six-beam interference
eld can be calculated by

I ¼ 2A2

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

3� cosð2ksin q$xÞ þ cos

� ½sin q� sinðqþ dÞ�x
�½cos q� cosðqþ dÞ�z

�

�cos

� ½sin qþ sinðqþ dÞ�xþ
½cos q� cosðqþ dÞ�z

�

�cosð2k sin q$yÞ þ cos

� ½sin q� sinðqþ dÞ�y
�½cos q� cosðqþ dÞ�z

�

�cos

� ½sin qþ sinðqþ dÞ�yþ
½cos q� cosðqþ dÞ�z

�

9>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>;
(7)
Fig. 2 Effective intensity distributions used for the direct four-beam
interference with reduced exposure beam intensities: (a) periodic
hole-arrays; (b) periodic grid-arrays; (c) periodic elliptical dot-arrays.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 3 Direct six-beam interference configuration: beam 1, beam 3
and beam 5 are in the same incidence plane which is orthogonal to the
plane of beam 2, beam 4 and beam 6.

Fig. 4 Effective intensity distributions used for the formation of dual
structures in direct six-beam interference.

Fig. 5 Primary electronic excitation in semiconductors by absorption
of photons.

Fig. 6 Schematic and real set-ups for (a) four-beam laser interfer-
ence; (b) six-beam laser interference. M1–M5 are the high-reflective
mirrors, B1–B5 are the beam-splitters, H1–H6 are the half-wave plates
and P1–P6 are the polarizers.

Fig. 7 SEM micrographs of the periodic structures fabricated by the
direct four-beam interference with a reduced exposure beam intensity
over the material modification thresholds: (a) periodic hole-arrays; (b)
periodic grid-arrays and periodic elliptical dot-arrays.
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As shown in Fig. 4(a)–(c), dual structures are obtained with
the reduction of the effective intensity distributions during the
direct six-beam interference simulations. The desired periodic
dot structures can be fabricated by appropriate selection of an
interference intensity distribution over the thresholds.
Experiments

The interaction process between the intensity distribution of
the interference pattern and the silicon surface is the excitation
of the electrons from the equilibrium states to the excited states
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
by the absorption of photons, as shown schematically in Fig. 5.
In the exposure process of direct laser interference lithography,
the electrons are excited from the valence band to the conduc-
tion band by the absorption of photons. It is known that for a
given interference pattern the effective intensity distribution
induces the subsequent processes including melting, boiling
and ablation of silicon. In this work, the smallest size that we
have obtained using this method is about 20 nm.

In the experiments, four- and six-beam interference lithog-
raphy systems were set up. As shown in Fig. 6, a pulsed Nd:YAG
laser with a wavelength of 1064 nm, laser uence of about 1800
mJ cm�2, exposure frequency of 10 Hz, beam diameter of 9 mm
and pulse duration of 6–8 ns was used as the system light
source. The laser beam was split into four and six beams by
beam splitters B1–B5. The incidence angle and azimuth angle of
each beam were adjusted by controlling the positions of mirrors
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 54947–54951 | 54949
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Fig. 8 Cross-sectional views of the periodic structures fabricated by
the direct four-beam interference with reduced exposure beam
intensity: (a) periodic hole-arrays; (b) and (c) periodic grid-arrays and
periodic elliptical dot-arrays.

Fig. 9 SEM micrographs of the dual structures formed with different
exposure intensities: (a) pulse energy density of 30 mJ cm�2; (b) pulse
energy density of 22 mJ cm�2; (c) pulse energy density of 15 mJ cm�2.

Fig. 10 Cross-sectional views of the dual structures fabricated by the
direct six-beam interference with different exposure intensities: (a)
pulse energy density of 30 mJ cm�2; (b) pulse energy density of 22 mJ
cm�2; (c) pulse energy density of 15 mJ cm�2.
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M1–M5. The half-wave plates H1–H6 and polarizers P1–P6 were
used to select the polarization directions and exposure inten-
sities for each beam before the beams interfere on the sample
wafer surface. The samples used in the exposure were polished
single crystal P-doped silicon wafers, and all the processes were
carried out under clean-room conditions.
Results and discussion

In the experiment of direct four-beam interference lithography,
the laser source was divided into four beams with azimuth
angles of 41 ¼ 0�, 42 ¼ 90�, 43 ¼ 180� and 44 ¼ 270�. The four
coherent beams were incident on the sample surface with
identical incidence angles of q¼ 5�. The laser uence was about
54950 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 54947–54951
640 mJ cm�2 for 60 s. Because of the non-at intensity distri-
bution of the laser spot, structures based on the different
effective intensity distributions were obtained from the centre
to the edge of the spot. Fig. 7(a) and (b) show the SEM micro-
graphs of the periodic structures from the direct four-beam
interference with a reduced exposure beam intensity over the
material modication thresholds. As shown in Fig. 7(a), peri-
odic hole-arrays were formed due to the stronger power of the
spot centre. Fig. 7(b) shows the periodic grid-arrays and ellip-
tical dot-arrays formed in the area located on the spot edge.
Fig. 8(a) and (b) show cross-sectional views (Carl Zeiss Axio CSM
700 confocal microscope) of the periodic structures fabricated
by the direct four-beam interference with a reduced exposure
beam intensity over the material modication thresholds.

In the process of direct six-beam interference exposure, the
laser beam was divided into six beams with azimuth angles of
41 ¼ 0�, 43 ¼ 45 ¼ 180�, 42 ¼ 270� and 42 ¼ 44 ¼90�. The
incidence angles of the six beams were set as q1 ¼ q2 ¼ q3 ¼ q4 ¼
q ¼ 7�. Six half-wave plates and six polarizers were placed in
pairs before the six interfering beams to obtain TE coherent
beams and adjust the exposure intensities. Different exposure
doses were used to determine the optimum dose for the desired
patterns. In this case, the results were achieved with pulse
energy densities of 30 mJ cm�2, 22 mJ cm�2 and 15 mJ cm�2, as
shown in Fig. 9(a)–(c). The cross-sectional views of the periodic
structures fabricated by the direct six-beam interference with
different exposure intensities are shown in Fig. 10.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Conclusion

In this work, a method to obtain periodic structures with
different feature shapes has been presented and examined
using direct laser interference lithography. Themethod features
control of the effective intensity distributions used for the
fabrication of periodic surface structures.

The effective intensity distributions can be controlled by
changing the exposure intensity based on the material modi-
cation thresholds during the exposure process. The results of
the simulations and experiments achieved by direct four- and
six-beam laser interference have shown that the desired peri-
odic structures can be fabricated directly on the silicon surface
by appropriate selection of the effective intensity distribution of
the interference patterns. There is good correspondence
between the resulting structures and the theoretical models and
simulations.
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